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We pride ourselves in leveraging the breadth and depth of the New York Life Investments 
platform in guiding our business partners through the rapidly changing investment environment. 
Learn more about the New York Life Investments Multi-Asset Solutions team and our 
partnerships on page 32. 

Key themes and investor takeaways
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  n Record corporate leverage
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  n The alarming trajectory of climate change
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Investing beyond the pandemic
In our 2020 Midyear Outlook, we asserted that economic and market outcomes would be 

determined by two key factors: the path of the COVID-19 pandemic and the effectiveness  

of the policy response. Throughout the summer months, pandemic transmission was 

manageable and policy support was sizable, contributing to remarkable economic 

resilience. Financial markets have stabilized in kind, and deal flow has resumed. 

We anticipate that medical solutions for the COVID-19 pandemic will be forthcoming in  

2021, paving the way for further economic expansion. But the opportunity set for investors 

still depends heavily on policymakers’ decisions in the months ahead.

In the near term, fiscal support is required to mitigate lasting damage to the economy’s  

most vulnerable segments. Rising income inequality, deteriorating credit quality,  

market concentration, and sustained labor market damage present both human and 

investment risks. 

Looking further ahead, the investment path is obscured by larger and more complex risks. 

A warming climate and shifting global relationships have expanded the confidence interval 

on investment outcomes. 

There are always risks to investing. Open questions, uncertainties, and crosscurrents are  

a fact of life for financial market participants. But the scale, persistence, and complexity of 

today’s vulnerabilities raise the stakes for investors. Returns in the next decade could be 

lower and more volatile than in the last. Secular shifts in preferences and opportunities  

may be on the way. 

None of these challenges can be met with a one-size-fits-all response. No single ratio will 

prove a security to be reliable or well-priced. No one figure will demonstrate an investment 

strategy’s usefulness in a diversified portfolio. Amid numerous, multi-faceted, and often 

global risks, the principles of active management may need to expand. 

Returns in the next decade could be lower and more volatile than in the last. 
Secular shifts in preferences and opportunities may be on the way.
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2021 Economic and 
Market Outlook 

SECTION 1

In recent months, the U.S. economy has showed remarkable resilience. Warm weather 

allowed for greater mobility and activity in outdoor areas, where COVID-19 transmission  

is lower. Economic growth has rebounded quickly, chipping away at labor market 

losses. Total domestic output remains far below pre-COVID levels, but the gap has 

narrowed more quickly than most expected.

As long as COVID-19 is with us, the path of the economy and markets will rely on two 
variables: the containment of COVID-19 and the effectiveness of the policy response  
in congress. 

Economy depends on virus containment and policy support

Federal Reserve:
Support for market 

functioning is 
well intact

COVID-19 
Containment:

Very poor, but vaccine 
is coming

Congress:
Fiscal support is 
highly uncertain

Economic 
Growth

??
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Economic output remains below pre-COVID-19 levels
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We anticipate medical solutions for the virus to be forthcoming, and that the combination of a 
vaccine and therapeutic treatments would have decisively positive impacts on consumer spending, 
the normalization of service sector activity, and business capital expenditure. 

With approximately 77 million or 24% of the U.S. population considered highly vulnerable (seniors, 
or being treated for serious disease or immunodeficiency), and another 31 million critical frontline 
workers, getting the vaccine to around 108 million Americans will be an important milestone. 

Promising vaccine developments suggest that this level could be reached mid-2021, but 
important risks remain and hiccups to vaccine distribution should be expected. As COVID’s 
impact lingers, a focus on the disease’s effects on long-term health will rise. Here, more effective 
drug therapies could have an important role to play, but results are far from guaranteed. In the 
meantime, significant parts of the economy are still vulnerable to a pandemic that is not under 
control. Families, companies, and state and local governments are relying on fiscal support to 
bridge that gap. For now, that support is highly uncertain. If the U.S. labor market data stalls  
and unemployment increases, fiscal support would become more likely. 

All the while, Fed policy has been engaged in keeping capital markets liquid and well-functioning. 
We expect this support to continue, and even to amplify in response to the long winter ahead. 
This creates somewhat of an asymmetric risk profile in markets in the near term. While substantial 
risks remain, we expect any drawbacks to be temporary as a result of this unbending support.
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A Biden presidency and the markets

The Biden administration has highlighted areas of focus for 2021: 

COVID-19, economic improvement, secure healthcare, racial equality,  

and climate change. 

Congress determines fiscal spending and tax policy — two big-ticket 

issues for investors. Even with a 50-50 congress, we would expect  

little leeway for a Biden administration on these issues. 

However, there are some things that the Biden administration  

can do on its own. 

1 We expect COVID-19 developments will shift from the Trump  

administration’s state-focused approach to a more centralized  

plan, particularly for testing and PPE resources.  

2 Cabinet appointments and executive orders can shape the contours 

of regulatory policy. Election-sensitive sectors such as technology, 

energy, and healthcare may experience changes, particularly toward 

consumer and environmental protection. In the same vein, we would 

expect any infrastructure spending to be focused more on alternative 

energy than on traditional (oil and gas) sectors. 

3 “Tough on China” is here to stay, but the approach may look  

different. Biden is likely to return to a less antagonistic, multilateral 

approach. Tariffs could also be rolled back. 
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Profits grow faster, and returns 
are better, when GDP is below trend 

S&P 500 return Corporate profits

After the virus, what’s next? 

Once vaccine distribution begins, we expect significant pent-up demand to create a 
wave of spending on discretionary services. An expansion of paychecks generated  
in leisure, hospitality, entertainment, and travel should boost economic growth for 
several quarters. This could take the economy back towards its trend level of activity. 

This period would also be good for companies and investors. Profits grow and 
financial returns are more likely better when GDP is below potential and growing. 
Companies with access to capital would have built significant dry powder, which 
could be used to invest, pay down debt, or return to shareholders when the virus 
moves into the rear-view mirror and free cash flow improves. 

The charts show quarterly growth rates for corporate profits and quarterly total returns for the S&P 500 Index on average from 1988-2020, grouped by whether 
real GDP was above or below the estimated potential level of real GDP, as published by the CBO.

Expect recovering economy to mean faster profit growth

Sources: New York Life Multi-Asset Solutions,   
Bloomberg LP, Standard & Poor’s, 11/15/20.

Sources: New York Life Multi-Asset Solutions,  
Congressional Budget Office, 11/15/20.
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Vaccine and/or therapeutic 
treatments are approved 
■ Markets: Cyclical asset classes 

outperform

■ Economy: Expectations improve, 
prompting some anticipatory hiring 
and investment 

Rebound
(already happened)

Shutdown
(already happened)

Recovery
(in process)

Vaccine and therapeutic treatment 
trials are announced
■ Markets: High expectations and 

high levels of policy support promote 
“goldilocks” environment for markets; 
substantial timing risks remain 

■ Economy: Unimpacted

Vaccine and/or therapeutic 
treatments are distributed. 
The 108 million essential workers 
and vulnerable groups present an 
important threshold for recovery
■ Markets: Fewer upside catalysts 

remain

■ Economy: Hiring and spending are 
likely to accelerate, including in 
discretionary services, travel, and 
leisure; policy support remains intact

Full Recovery
■ Markets: 

Investors fear 
COVID-19 policy 
supports will be 
unwound

■ Economy: 
Economy moves 
toward maximum 
employment

What a COVID-19 vaccine means for markets and the economy 
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Implications for asset allocation
 

The still-present gap created by COVID-19 could be a difficult one for investors. High 
and rising case levels and hospitalizations could slow economic growth into Q1 2021. 
Elevated valuations amid meaningful policy shifts also create a risk. 

As a result, we are incorporating four principles into our asset allocation for 2021: 

Quality: Strong near-term risks encourage sustained focus on high-quality 
companies: those with strong balance sheets, reliable cash flows, and dependable 
management teams. Investors looking to build resiliency against market volatility 
could consider building income across asset classes.

Timing: Markets are always difficult to time, but the current risk profile for investors 
can present multi-faceted and even contradictory implications. Investors who have 
been underweight in risk assets due to these threats might consider a level or dated 
approach to adding risk.

Rotation: Recent news about COVID-19 vaccine trial results, and to some extent  
in antibody treatments, opens the possibility of a strong and swift rotation in market 
leadership. We are thus increasing our equity exposure in moments of market 
weakness. This exposure focuses on sectors and asset types that tend to benefit 
when investors anticipate economic improvement: value stocks, small caps, 
international equity, and the higher-quality segments of the high-yield corporate  
bond market. The result is a barbell-like exposure, recognizing the structural value of 
technology and innovation, but the near-term likelihood of cyclical outperformance. 

Portfolio construction: Strong economic growth could prompt inflation in the 
future, but we are not expecting this to be the case for several years. Thus, we are 
neutral in our interest rate duration but would lean long before short. Investors 
concerned about inflation could add reasonably priced Treasury Inflation-Protected 
Securities (TIPS) as a hedge. 

Given uncertainty about the timing and pace of economic improvement, we have also 
increased our allocation to alternative sources of diversification, including ESG factors 
(likely to be favored by an incoming Biden administration) and gold (with potential to 
perform well during periods of extreme monetary policy).
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The roaring 20s? Not so fast… 

The period after the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic brought us the roaring 20s, a period 
of economic prosperity. While we are constructive about economic and market 
improvements, we acknowledge that there are risks embedded in any prognostication 
of what a “new normal” may look like. High valuations could mean that the next 
decade sees lower returns, and higher volatility of those returns, than the last—even 
amidst strong economic growth. The passing of the pandemic will raise questions 
about the future of policy support, reducing conviction about investors’ path forward. 

There are three areas where we would caution investors from expecting a complete 
departure from recent experience. 

The first is the path of interest rates. As expectations for economic growth move 
higher, bond yields are likely to follow suit. With the Fed still active in the short end of 
the curve, we expect that this will steepen the yield curve. The most obvious catalyst 
for this change would be an announcement that a COVID-19 vaccine is safe for use. 

The Federal Reserve is unlikely to be concerned with a steepening yield curve, so 
long as steepening is happening for the right reasons, i.e. an improving economic 
outlook. As the economy recovers and inflation expectations rise, expectations for 
conventional and unconventional policy should shift as well, allowing long-term rates 
to move higher. Given the scale of demand destruction created by the pandemic, 
however, we expect that durably higher inflation expectations will not be a 2021 story. 
Any market jitters related to higher rates or inflation could be short lived. 

The second is the default cycle. Improving economic growth expectations should 
benefit credit, including high-yield bonds and bank loans. Investors should be cautious, 
though, against a wholesale entry into these asset classes. The only way to win in 
credit is not to lose, and many companies face losing conditions in the coming months. 

In addition, the Fed has gone out of its way to communicate that its crisis-era facilities 
are not meant to support individual companies that may experience significant stress 
in the future. High yield is not ring-fenced. Defaults are expected to continue; 
investors should use careful credit analysis to avoid them.

The third is the U.S. dollar. As the post-COVID recovery gains traction, synchronized 
global growth would prompt further dollar weakening on a tactical basis—potentially 
for two to three years. On a secular horizon, though, we are not sure we see a 
sustained period of dollar weakness. Disruptions will mean periods of dollar strength 
and discussions around the dollar’s global importance waning are premature. 

We explore other areas of vulnerability in the next section. 

3
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2
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Asset allocation
outlook

ESG

Income 
generation

(dividend payers, 
municipals, 

infrastructure) Global asset 
allocation 

Alternative 
sources of 

diversification

Durable 
profit growth

Middle 
market debt

Real estate

Core allocation: long-term themes
(quality, income)

Prepare for rotation: 2021 
“improving economy” ideas

(cyclicals, beta)

Flexibility via 
cash allocation and 
shorter duration

Value stocks

Small caps

International 
equity

Higher quality 
segments 
of high yield

Mergers and 
acquisitions

2021 asset allocation outlook
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Trick mirror: assessing 
investors’ new normal

SECTION 2

These views were shaped with the generous support of our colleagues across the  
New York Life Investments’ platform.

We are optimistic that 2021 will bring medical and economic improvements, but much 
remains unknown about the depth and breadth of COVID-19’s impact. When it is resolved, 
what scars will remain, and what new conditions will emerge?

As we have written before, the pandemic has widened rifts and accelerated developments 
in our economy. It has destroyed demand and sparked opportunities. This has changed —  
perhaps permanently — investors’ opportunity set. A new course has been charted, with 
reminders of past risks and promises of new developments. 

In this section, we asses six market vulnerabilities for their risks and opportunities alike. 

As investors, we must be humble in the face of unknowable risks. The coming decade could 
see lower and more volatile returns than in the past, making capital preservation essential. 
Skill, strong relationships, broad reach, and an appropriate investment horizon will become 
ever-more important in investment management. 

Called upon as good stewards of capital, we must honestly assess the vulnerabilities that 
markets may face. Risks and challenges are often the tinder for new ideas and opportunity. 
It is up to investors to discern the difference. 

While familiar to most, these forces — global tensions, economic policies, 
political ideas, new technologies—have been magnified by the crisis at hand. 
Some shifts may be reversible, while others will have long-felt consequences. 
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Vulnerability Theme Approach 

Reliance on policy

Central banks need backup. 
Without targeted fiscal spending, 
economic growth and investment 
returns could be lower and more 
volatile. Selloffs could be sharp. 

n Portfolio construction skill, using smart hedges 
n Flexibility for moments of sharp drawdown
n Thematic investments that improve the long-run  
 productive capacity of the economy (healthcare,  
 infrastructure)

Tech dominance

Tech valuations are high for  
a reason, but mega caps’  
valuations are overstretched. 
Investors will have to find the  
next “game changers.” 

n High quality companies with propensity to invest
n Private equity investments focused on value add

U.S.-China relationship

“Tough on China” is here to stay, 
and the impact on companies is  
not one-size-fits-all. Investors  
must assess a variety of margin  
and supply chain implications  
more creatively. 

n Global asset allocation 
n Rigorous due diligence 
n Global currency management
n International diversification
n ESG overlay in emerging markets debt and equity

Corporate leverage

Low interest rates and pandemic 
stress have prompted record 
issuance. Despite the meaningful 
associated risks, skilled active 
managers can navigate the  
path forward. 

n Skilled active management in public and  
 private credit 
n Multi-asset management 
n Mergers and acquisitions 

Income inequality

Unless governments aggressively 
address income inequality, 
economic growth and interest  
rates are likely to be lower. The 
associated polarization of politics 
could increase volatility of returns. 

n Social- and governance-focused investing
n Volatility management 
n Infrastructure 

Climate change

The physical and mitigation risks 
associated with climate change 
could result in dramatic changes  
in consumer preferences, asset 
prices, and market functioning. 

n ESG integration
n Carbon reporting
n Thematic investments focused on clean energy 

Market vulnerabilities create investment opportunity:
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Valuations’ reliance on policy 

Government actors influence economic activity through regulation, fiscal 
policy (taxes and spending), and monetary policy (interest rates and money 
supply). Gridlock in Congress has frequently hindered effective regulatory 
and fiscal policy, leaving the Fed to carry disproportionate weight when 

exercising monetary powers. 

What’s more, the toolkit available to the world’s central bankers has expanded 
considerably in recent years as traditional policy levers proved inadequate to  
quell the crises at hand. Asset purchase programs, secondary market purchases  
of non-sovereign securities, and zero or even negative interest rates have  
been introduced.

This expansion of monetary tools has two important implications: 

Central banks need backup

The marginal effectiveness of monetary support is diminishing. The Fed can make 
credit even cheaper and more readily available than it already is, but that will do little 
to improve the productivity of that credit. While Fed support facilitates good market 
functioning during moments of market panic, and helps to forestall worst-case 
scenarios, its tools cannot independently keep households and businesses afloat 
when aggregate demand is on the decline. 
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It is past the time for policy reins to be handed to fiscal authorities, as Fed governors 
have long been asserting. Spending, not lending, is now needed. Programs focused 
on high government investment return such as infrastructure, job training, and health-
care, could promote stronger economic growth and reduce the reliance on monetary 
policy. Reducing income inequality, explored in a later section, could also lead to 
greater productivity, a key driver of both economic activity and business profitability. 

We would not be concerned about the deficit spending required to achieve this  
goal. While it is tempting to think about a government’s balance sheet similarly  
to that of a household one — matching spending to income — governments have 
powers, such as controlling their currencies, which allow for more policy space to 
achieve full deployment. They also have longer timelines of savings, investment, 
spending, and repayment. 

Low borrowing costs improve this risk-reward equation. Accommodative monetary 
policy has kept government borrowing costs in check, even in Japan where fiscal 
spending has been a more concerted policy response for a longer period of time. 
The United States has also served as a safe haven for investors, reducing the risk  
to U.S. debt servicing costs even in times of global financial stress. 

The more you owe, the less it costs

The example of Japan
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While a sovereign currency-issuing government can always “afford” to spend  
more, this does not mean that governments can spend with abandon and without 
consequence. Government balance sheets are constrained by inflation, changes in 
exchange rates, and interest rate effects. As trust in any government’s full faith and 
credit deteriorates, so too does its ability to access international capital markets at  
a reasonable price. That said, we believe that governments have enough leeway to 
shift towards an approach of smart investment rather than balanced budgets. 

The tripwire for accommodation is falling, and equity is addicted to easing 

The threshold for “extra” monetary accommodation has fallen with each passing 
crisis. While quantitative easing buoys the inflation component of nominal yields, the 
signaling effect, which should push inflation expectations higher, is weakening over 
time. The overall effect, which is to push real yields down, remains strong. This could 
mean that ever more support is required more often to maintain financial stability. 

The implications to investors are self-evident. Expectations for lower interest rates 
into the future contribute to higher equity multiples: the discount rate applied to  
future earnings has fallen, thereby increasing prices, and opportunities in the fixed 
income space have become less attractive, increasing demand. Just as it has  
taken lower levels of interest rates to spur borrowing, so too has it taken significant 
accommodation to keep investors in risk assets. 

Valuations’ reliance on accommodative policy has become a strong market 
vulnerability. Equity multiples are particularly vulnerable to any reversal in policy 
stance. When bond yields eventually rise, as they inevitably will at some point,  
stock valuations will appear rich. The risk for investors likely comes as soon as  
the mere possibility of tightening comes into view. 

2
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Tech dominance 

Persistently low inflation, low yields, and slow economic growth have  
forced investors — both in the U.S. and globally — to chase fewer and fewer 
growth stocks. The result has been a durable outperformance of growth, 
particularly in big name tech stocks. This theme was only expanded by  

the impact of the pandemic, which accelerated themes of digital shopping, 
meetings, advertising, online entertainment, and education. 

Despite secular tailwinds, mega cap valuations are overstretched. Their aggregated 
revenues as a share of the S&P 500 have moved consistently higher, but their market 
cap has expanded far beyond those increases. 

Revenue growth could remain stable, but 
we’d expect the blue line to mean revert to 
its own trendline unless mega caps’ already 
extensive profit margins expand further, or 
the rest of the stocks in the index continue 
suffering from underperformance
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Mega caps’ lead is unlikely to be sustainable. As pandemic positioning unwinds  
and consumers are able to access more in-person retail, these companies’ margin 
growth could moderate. Other sectors’ performance is also likely to improve as 
mobility does, chipping away at mega caps’ lead. 

Perhaps most importantly, tightening financial conditions would disproportionately 
impact these long-duration equities. When the system is flush with liquidity that 
refuses to enter the real economy, it seeks financial assets that are complementary  
to low-yielding fixed-income instruments and bond-like equities. At the same time, 
economic uncertainty can scare investors away from cyclicality. The tech sector, 
providing both growth and defensive characteristics, becomes highly attractive. If 
2021 proves to be full of liquidity events, we should expect volatility in tech stocks.

Mega caps’ valuations have increased beyond what sales share justifies
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But is this a vulnerability? 
We are therefore wary of mega cap stocks over the course of 2021. Cyclical  
rotation, an ebbing pandemic environment, and questions about liquidity are  
likely to prompt volatility. 

That said, we acknowledge that the structural market and economic conditions that 
have driven these stocks higher are here to stay. For starters, low interest rates and 
sluggish economic growth globally have increased investor appetite for any investment 
security providing growth in a portfolio. U.S. growth equities are thus likely to be a 
secular opportunity. 

Another major theme of the past decade is ever-increasing online activities, both for 
businesses and consumers, and broad adoption of data-driven business decision 
processes. The pandemic has accelerated adoption of these technologies, changes 
that are unlikely to be fully rolled back. 

Regulatory risks have also abated. While some changes for the technology sector 
could create headline risk, large breakups look unlikely. The key question will be 
whether incremental regulatory actions will increase competition, or simply chip  
away at mega caps’ operating margin. Any restriction on inorganic growth (namely 
acquisitions) could reduce investor enthusiasm for future value. 

Finally, we must acknowledge that while any sector taking up a quarter of total 
market cap is a sign of danger, the five mega cap companies displayed in the 
previous chart are not doing the same type of business. 

What’s an investor to do? 
Technology and innovation are the foundation of the most attractive companies and 
sectors, regardless of the era. Motor cars, cameras, and telephones were all the 
“tech” of their times. Sometimes it takes years for them to take off; valuation metrics 
typically apply in terms of years rather than weeks or months. 

The next-best opportunities are in those companies controlling resources — land, 
capital, materials, and energy — to fuel those trends, and thus share the benefit 
brought on by the innovators. Financials, real estate, materials, and energy are often 
on the list, if not impacted by their own idiosyncratic developments. Semiconductors 
are another good example, having benefited from the first tech wave in the late 
1990s and early 2000s, and now enjoying a second wave supporting the mega  
caps we describe. 

What “innovative” looks like will most certainly change, and the mega cap 
outperformance of today will be replaced with new winners. Rather than shun  
the theme, investors should look for its next iteration. 

To identify the next “game changers”, investors will need to find innovations with 
far-reaching and broad impact. Aggregated revenue growth should stand out 
consistently for the sector in the company’s early stage, and earnings before interest, 
taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) growth should stay on top as they 
grow more mature. Companies providing returns above their cost of capital and, 
importantly, re-investing that capital for future growth, may provide opportunity. 
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U.S.-China relationship woes

The threat of deglobalization has grabbed headlines since the Trump 
administration first considered tariffs on imports from China. The policy 
issue, however, is neither original nor fleeting. Rooted in genuine concerns 
for national and economic security, “Tough on China” is a bipartisan U.S. 

position. The approach may look different under a new administration; we 
expect a less antagonistic negotiating style, multi-lateral coordination, and potentially 
lower tariffs. But the result for the U.S.-China relationship — more distance and higher 
uncertainty — is the same. 

Important among recent changes in the U.S.-China relationship is a shift from 
“strategic ambiguity” about Taiwan, toward strategic clarity. From China’s perspective, 
going forward, the U.S. will be using the Taiwan card instead of holding it. Risk of 
military conflict has increased. 

In addition, coordinated efforts to contain China’s rise will push it to be more self-
sufficient. China’s shift from manufacturing to value-add production is disrupting 
high-value producers elsewhere in the world and challenging the established U.S.-
dominated geopolitical order. 

China has also announced a new “dual circulation” strategy, a defense plan resulting 
from the escalating global tech war. The strategy aims to insulate “internal circulation” 
from international supply shocks, while expanding the “external” circulation of global 
trade, with perhaps more emphasis in Asia and less on the U.S.

A shift in great power politics this pronounced occurs once in a century, and the  
arc of globalization to date will make this shift undoubtedly complicated for 
businesses to navigate. 

A few areas create particular risk for businesses and investors: 

Margin compression and tariffs Globalization has been a key driver of S&P 500 
margin expansion, allowing companies to use tax arbitrage, labor arbitrage, and 
supply chain efficiency gains to reduce costs. 

As globalization stalls or even unwinds, margins have come under pressure. Tariffs 
have contributed, and with little perceivable economic gain. While tariffs succeeded 
in reducing the trade deficit with China in 2019, the overall U.S. trade imbalance has 
continued climbing.

As frictions in global supply chains, exacerbated by the pandemic experience, have 
prompted rising cost pressures, U.S. companies have struggled to exert enough 
pricing power to offset them. 
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U.S. domestic politics The perception that China’s productive capacity limits the 
expansion of U.S. jobs, and particularly U.S. manufacturing jobs, increases pressure 
on U.S. politicians and contributes to escalating tensions. 

Manufacturing jobs have been on the decline since tariffs were introduced 
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Sanctions  Western criticism of China has often focused on human rights issues 
such as treatment of minorities or cooperation with North Korea. National security 
issues have also resulted in bans on Chinese technology companies by the U.S., as 
well as Australia, India, Japan, Sweden, the UK, and others. Sanctions targeted  
at companies associated with this activity could eventually impact a Chinese bank  
or energy company that partners with U.S. companies, rapidly increasing their 
operational risk. 

Military conflict  Developing and maintaining global supply chains in the South 
China Sea has been a key mission of U.S. alliances in the region, and a critical 
underpinning of the globalized economy. At the same time, Beijing claims most of the 
international trade route as a national waterway within its Exclusive Economic Zone, 
and its defense budget has increased by nearly 700% in the past three decades. 

The risk of military conflict is currently mild. The South China Sea is such a large area 
that a specific incident would be unlikely to disrupt shipping. Furthermore, companies 
with tight supply chain times have already been forced to moderate their expectations 
due to COVID-19. 
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Investor opportunities

Supply chain resiliency  U.S.-China tensions have revealed the pitfalls of over-
relying on any single production location, even more so in the pandemic experience. 
From here, production concerns may escalate as U.S.-China tensions do. Companies 
seeking to reduce manufacturing and procurement risk may relocate outside of 
China, and specifically back to the United States.

We hesitate, though, to focus on reshoring and retrenchment as the dominant path 
forward. For starters, some companies will think creatively about the next era of their 
international production, sales, and distribution processes. Some will double down  
on China, choosing to navigate the U.S.-China risk rather than forego China’s large 
market size, favorable physical infrastructure, and sophisticated supply chains. Others 
will globalize further, leveraging lower labor costs or seeking broader diversification. 

The lesson for investors is that exposure to the U.S.-China relationship creates a 
need for a thorough due diligence check. We expect that companies creating more 
resilient supply chains and sales processes will benefit. Companies supporting this 
transition stand to thrive. 

Investment in research and development  While potentially less efficient on a 
global scale, reducing reliance on Chinese technology could prompt more investment 
in competition for those technologies. Research and development spend could 
increase in response to a new “tech race.” 

Due diligence pays Identifying and assessing a company’s exposure to the  
U.S.-China relationship is not straightforward, and the task is not limited to large 
multinational organizations. Perhaps more importantly, access to China’s productive 
capacity and market power are not necessarily bad things for a company to consider. 
Investors evaluating a company’s vulnerability to this trend should be mindful of these 
layers and allocate the appropriate due diligence resource. 
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Record corporate leverage

Low interest rates since the Great Financial Crisis have contributed to high 
and rising debt levels, extensive deal leverage, and deteriorating credit 
quality. COVID-19 has exacerbated this sense of vulnerability. Since the 
pandemic struck, companies have issued jaw-dropping amounts of debt, 

and leverage levels are as high as ever. 

 

Reliance on persistently lower interest rates and the Fed’s implicit and explicit 
backstop to corporate issuers presents an important risk to credit markets. While  
the central bank has slashed the cost of capital and purchased risk assets, it has 
also emphasized that its crisis-era facilities are not meant to support companies 
against stress unrelated to the pandemic environment. High-yield bonds are  
therefore not immune to harm. 

Similarly, removing the Fed’s primary market facilities could present a major risk  
for credit investors. While these facilities have scarcely been used, they have had  
a strong impact on investor behavior. Removing them could prompt a new wave of 
“taper tantrum,” this time with corporate credit under fire. While we expect “lower  
for longer” conditions to persist from a structural standpoint, a surge in economic 
activity following the pandemic could push interest rates temporarily higher. 
Companies left vulnerable to these rising costs could face financing pressures.

A third risk lies in the poor fundamentals for lower quality credits. Rising debt levels 
combined with pandemic operating conditions mean that corporate cash flows  
could be challenged for some time. Lower profitability increases companies’ 
vulnerability to risks, as is reflected in a rising default rate. 

Some companies have maintained profit margins by cutting costs even while 
revenues are squeezed by COVID. For many companies, this is a prudent near-term 
measure. But it has its limits. Cutting too deeply into areas such as productive assets, 
research and development, or human capital, can diminish the company’s value to 
investors. While distant, this poses concern for the future sustainability of a company.

Companies have issued record debt in 2020

Sources: New York Life Investments Multi-Asset Solutions, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, sifma, 11/15/20. Corporate bond issuance for 2020 is estimated by 
assuming that the average pace of issuance through Jan - Oct will continue in Nov-Dec. GDP for 2020 is estimated by assuming the Atlanta Fed nowcast estimate 
for 4th quarter GDP holds true, adding consensus expectations for inflation.
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A manageable risk
Despite the clear vulnerabilities associated with corporate leverage, we believe that 
these changes to the corporate lending environment can be managed. 

For starters, we see increasing evidence that debt raised, both in public and private 
markets, has been used as dry powder — a cushion against the pandemic’s impact. 
This has been especially true in cyclical industries where companies are most 
impacted by slowing economic activity, implying a prudent use of attractive funding 
conditions to bridge the gap created by COVID-19. It is what companies do when  
the storm has passed that will be key for investment returns. 

Corporate cash balances are up, especially in cyclical sectors

Sources: New York Life Multi-Asset Solutions, JPMorgan, 11/15/20.

Corporate credit deterioration also seems manageable. The ballooning of the BBB 
credit segment of investment-grade bonds, is a rational response to lower interest 
rates. Most companies have been careful to avoid a downgrade to the high yield 
space, having learned from the experiences of 2008 and 2016 that such a move  
can dramatically reduce operating flexibility. 

Higher-yielding credits present a risk, partly due to the persistence of zombies —  
those companies that earn enough money to service their debt, but not to spur 
excess growth. Low profitability is a particular challenge during a crisis, presenting 
meaningful and ongoing default risk. While a potential drag on economic growth  
and productivity, this risk is a manageable one for investment teams; choosing the 
right credits is the name of the game. 

How to invest? 
To be clear: serious risks remain for investors in corporate bonds, leveraged loans, 
private credit, and structured products. However, this risk need not be structural. 
Instead, these risks are investable challenges that can be navigated by careful credit 
research, prudent portfolio construction, and a seasoned eye for opportunity. 

Careful credit research: “Lower for longer” interest rates have an unintended but 
well-understood consequence: a global search for yield. Despite rising risks, most 
portfolio managers cannot stay in cash for long periods of time. As a result, 
valuations within asset classes increase, and structures weaken. 
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Looking ahead, corporate bond investors will be required to assess whether 
companies raising more debt will be good stewards of that capital. Management  
that makes sound decisions supporting credit quality — holding onto smart assets, 
paying down debt, investing in future capabilities — will earn trust. Those who signal 
buybacks, increasing dividends, or other activities favoring equity over credit, could 
present a downgrade risk. Those unable to service their debt could default and are 
doing so already. Careful credit research is as important as ever in separating the 
opportunities from the challenges. 

The private credit space will experience similar dynamics, but a trend towards 
“covenant lite” loans adds a layer of complexity. These loans, lending agreements 
that require fewer conditions be met by borrowers, increase risk in the event of 
missed payments. With more capital seeking fewer attractive deals, covenants  
are likely to stay light, and deal structure will become more aggressive. We believe 
some managers won’t mind and will enter those deals anyway. Others won’t have  
a choice, especially if under pressure to meet high return requirements. 

Here, too, careful credit analysis and good discipline are paramount. Manager 
dispersion in private credit is wide, with some investors willing to take more risks 
amid powerful crosscurrents. Understanding the balance of risks, such as deal 
structure and terms, against the durability of a business’ cash flows is essential. 
Access to capital and strong relationships can contribute to price stability in  
high-quality deals. 

Asset allocation: On average, lower rates have increased the duration of credit 
holdings, and pandemic stress has decreased credit quality. This means that the 
risk-reward tradeoff for investors has deteriorated. Expected returns in many asset 
classes will look unattractive compared to past periods. 

This does not mean that credit is not valuable for a portfolio. Compared to other 
asset classes, private and public credit can provide attractive relative returns, as well  
as portfolio construction value. Cross-asset or asset allocation teams can manage 
ongoing risks by balancing risk and reward factors across asset classes, focusing  
on an investor’s over-arching goals.

Watch for consolidation: As COVID’s economic impact continues to be felt,  
some industries will experience further consolidation. Travel, hospitality, leisure, 
entertainment, and other mobility-reliant industries are likely candidates. From there, 
some companies will disappear. Despite the persistence of zombie companies, 
COVID has accelerated the demise of some waning industries (think: malls). 

This environment points to an opportunity for mergers and acquisitions. Companies 
that decide to be aggressive in their capital structure could be downgraded, and  
then swept up by a competitor. Assets stranded by failing business models could  
be repurposed by stronger ones. Investors with a watchful eye and patient attitude 
would be well positioned to capitalize on these developments. 
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Escalating income inequality

One of the many tragic elements of the COVID-19 pandemic was its timing. 
After ten years of slow but relatively steady economic growth, labor force 
participation was broadening, and wages were rising. The bottom quintile’s 
income growth outpaced that of the median and top quintiles in 2019, allowing 

marginalized communities finally to capitalize on the economic expansion. 

The pandemic-related shutdown cut this expansion off at the knees. More than  
23 million people lost their jobs, at least temporarily, and not equally across society. 
For many college-educated workers, the recession is already over; employment in 
professions with above median pay is back at pre-COVID levels. However, for low-
wage professions, employment remains significantly lower. 
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Income inequality is a complex challenge with many contributing factors, such as 
age, race, gender, and prevailing economic conditions. Perhaps the impacts of  
the pandemic on inequality will wane as the economy reopens and if policymakers 
support the most vulnerable groups. The scale of the challenge, though, has 
important implications for investors. 

COVID-19 has disproportionately impacted low-income workers, exacerbating inequality 

Employment rates by income level
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Why does it matter? 

For starters, income inequality contributes to the polarization of politics. This is not just a U.S. 

phenomenon; the rising popularity of non-traditional political groups is evident worldwide. Shift-

ing political dynamics can create stark gridlock in some cases, or large policy swings in others. 

The trajectory for investment-impacting policies, such as redistributive taxes, investment, and 

regulation, may be uncertain and variable. 

Social unrest exacerbates this challenge by contributing to supply chain slack, increasing risk  

management costs, impacting regional investment preference, and contributing to market volatility.

Second, sustained high levels of income inequality could contribute to even lower economic 

growth over time. A 2017 International Monetary Fund (IMF) paper found that at a certain level 

inequality starts to have a negative impact on economic development, not to mention a negative 

impact on GDP growth of up to 0.35% per year over 25 years.

This, in turn, has important implications for interest rates. Lower economic growth contributes  

to lower inflation and interest rate expectations in its own right. However, income inequality can 

have a separate effect. Income inequality means that an increased share of economic output  

is distributed to the owners of capital rather than labor. Higher wealth among higher earners 

promotes higher savings, reducing the velocity of money in the real economy and contributing  

to lower productivity. This creates a supply-demand imbalance, whereby aggregate production 

capacity can increase faster than aggregate demand. This trend is disinflationary, putting  

pressure on interest rates over time. 
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What is to be done? 

Reducing income inequality is a high-stakes venture, not only for the socially aware, 
but also for the trajectory of economic growth and investment returns. Policymakers 
face a precarious balance: maintaining financial markets stability, while gradually 
reducing income inequality. 

The Federal Reserve has acknowledged this labor market challenge by re-considering 
its approach to the “full employment” component of its mandate. Rather than raising 
interest rates at the first sight of inflationary pressures, it will allow employment to run 
hot until “maximum employment” is reached. 

This is a clever approach within the confines of what Congress’ mandate for the  
Fed allows the Central Bank to do. But it presents challenges for reducing income 
inequality. While low interest rates can extend economic expansion, that same 
accommodative monetary policy can also contribute to financial asset returns 
(speculation and reduced savings rates), exacerbating inequality in some cases. 

It is up to fiscal policy, then, to achieve some redistribution. This task will require  
that Congress turn its attention towards reinforcing sustainable long-term growth. 
Investments in infrastructure, job training, and social safety nets may be required. 

Investors should expect that subdued growth, lower interest rates, and higher volatility 
of returns will persist as long as inequality does. A focus on management teams that 
are mindful of the related economic, social, and governance risks could assist. 
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The alarming trajectory of climate change

The global experience with COVID-19 proved that our environment can  
change in swift and unanticipated ways. Those changes can dramatically 
increase costs, reduce demand, disrupt supply chains, change consumer 
preferences, and impose significant social pressures. As a result, it became 

clear that the structure of the economy must become more resilient to change; 
and people, their health, our environment must be central to this structure.

While the coronavirus pandemic has taken center stage, the urgency of the climate 
challenge has not diminished. The next decade will prove critical as society seeks  
to reduce its impact on the environment. Individuals, businesses, and governments 
will need to work together to achieve ambitious climate goals. 

There is good news, too. Just as the COVID-19 pandemic has served as a dress 
rehearsal for climate challenges, it has also showed us that society can stage  
a robust response. We have the power to act radically and decisively when the  
moment calls for it: sheltering at home, protecting the vulnerable, accelerating 
scientific research and technological adoption, designing the biggest and most 
innovative financial packages in history. 

Investors who captured changes accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic have 
demonstrated that the financial system can be a core catalyst in building a more 
resilient economy. So too investors will have a critical role to play in creating a  
system better prepared to prevent and cope with the crisis to come.

Assessing vulnerability to climate change 
The warming of the planet caused by a rising concentration of greenhouse gases 
poses a major threat to life as we know it. These changes are largely attributable  
to human activity since the industrial revolution. In that short period of time, global 
average temperatures have climbed, oceans have warmed, water levels have risen, 
and weather has become more extreme. This is only the beginning. 

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), climate-related 
risks are higher for global warming of an additional 1.5˚C, than at present. Those 
risks become extremely dangerous at 2.0˚C. As a result, we believe that human 
health, financial stability, and business profits will be closely tied to society’s ability 
to drastically cut greenhouse gas emissions, remove C02 from the atmosphere,  
and maintain warming of the planet within that level over the next decade. 

The risks of rising global temperatures are many and complex. There is no “safe” 
threshold for a warming planet. Instead, the net damage costs of climate change  
will only increase over time, compounding as the planet warms. Rising sea levels, 
heat waves, flooding and wildfires will damage assets, shift the productive capacity  
of land, and make certain regions unlivable within as little as three decades. 

Society is likely to respond by curtailing greenhouse gas emission, including policies 
such as a carbon tax or carbon cap in some countries. Even if humanity can cut 
greenhouse gas emissions entirely, civilization could still face drastic change. These 
efforts present a second kind of risk — mitigation risk — which could result in financial 
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stress including: a dramatic change in consumer preferences; persistent and 
disorderly changes in prices for goods, services, and financial assets; disruptions of 
market functioning; rotations in asset class preferences; a dramatic rise in stranded 
assets; and others. 

Moreover, climate risks may also exacerbate financial system vulnerabilities that have 
little to do with climate change, such as historically high levels of corporate leverage 
and inequality.

There is hope 
Despite the enormous scale of the challenge that climate change brings, there are 
steps that governments, companies, and investors can take to tackle this vulnerability. 

For starters, the U.S. has made important changes in the past to reduce its 
vulnerability to environmental externalities. In the 1980s scientists confirmed that 
chemicals called chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) found in many everyday household 
products such as air conditions, refrigerators, deodorants and hairsprays, had 
caused a hole in the ozone layer — an environmental crisis of epic proportions.  
It wasn’t easy — at the time there were 200k American jobs tied to making CFCs,  
in addition to important supply chain impacts — but in 1987, the United Nations 
finalized the Montreal protocol, banning CFCs, with important U.S. contributions. 

Even now, businesses and the financial community are taking a more proactive 
approach to combating this existential risk and building economic resistance. 
Companies are building supply chains around environmental protection and charging 
more as a result. Financial institutions have begun divesting from fossil fuels and 
investing in combating climate change. 

Companies investing in a cleaner greener future will be well positioned against future 
regulation and on the cutting edge of new technological investments. Those who act 
decisively and early, with a deliberate analysis of their investments’ exposure to climate 
risk, are likely to see the greatest benefit from changes in patterns of investment in 
sectors most exposed to climate change. 

The role of investors
As stewards of our clients’ financial futures, investors are obligated to consider the 
risks that companies, securities, and financial markets may face. Climate change 
poses risks that are difficult to predict and not currently reflected in asset prices. 
While this presents investors with a meaningful challenge, it is not dissimilar from  
the uncertainty investors face across asset classes. 

It is our role, then, to identify, assess, protect against, and work to mediate these 
risks to our financial — and physical — futures. 

We believe three investor actions will be critical for the economic transition to a 
low-carbon economy: building the dataset for climate impact reporting, analyzing 
climate risk in portfolios, and allocating capital to solutions that have a meaningful 
impact on mitigating climate change. 
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This framework, described for climate change, can be applied similarly to other  
areas of sustainable investing. The idea is to reinforce incentives to manage a  
harmful behavior, and channel capital into a responsible solution. The idea is not  
just to “do the right thing”; it is to build a more resilient portfolio. The question for 
investors becomes not whether to adopt these strategies, but how to adopt these 
principles and by how much — this will vary by your impact goals. 

The three ways investors will impact the reduction of greenhouse gases
 

RISK MEASUREMENT:

Build the dataset  
for climate impact

RISK MITIGATION:

Apply investment frameworks  
to climate problems

PROACTIVE IMPACT:

Allocate to  
climate-friendly solutions

n Require disclosures of environ-
mental impact and action (i.e. 
carbon footprint, use of alternative 
fuels, promotion of recycling, etc.)

n  Identify inefficiencies and  
cost savings

n  Prepare for carbon reporting 
regulation 

n  Develop data-driven low carbon 
strategy

n  Identify commercial opportunities 
associated with the development 
and marketing of green products 
and services 

n  Commit to not make the problem 
worse and move in line with the 
expected pace of competitors

n  Apply careful due diligence to 
assess exposure to climate risks 
across asset classes

n  Monitor for stranded assets in real 
estate, infrastructure, energy, etc. 

n  Prepare for carbon taxation

n  Commit to bring real solutions 
to making societies better 
prepared and more resilient in 
the face of climate change and its 
consequences

n  Allocate to carbon-friendly 
activities and management 
companies that consider carbon 
footprint. Increase carbon 
offsetting activities

n  Invest in green bonds, whose 
proceeds are earmarked for use in 
environmentally friendly objectives

n  Take active corporate responsibility 
for carbon outcomes

n  Adopt carbon reporting via the  
Task Force on Climate-Related 
Financial Disclosure (TCFD)

n  ESG integration, with focus  
on the “E”

n  Inclusionary investing (“best in 
class”)

n  Exclusionary investing (avoidance 
or divestment of worst ESG 
performers)

n  Impact investing

n  Sustainable or “green” sector 
investing
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In our view, incorporating a sustainable approach to investing and portfolio 
management is no longer optional. The forces that shape a successful 
investment strategy will only become more complex from here. Investors 
would be well-served to broaden their considerations. 

The case for active and  
responsible investing
There are always risks to investing. Open questions, uncertainties, and crosscurrents are  
a fact of life for financial market participants. But the scale, persistence, and complexity  
of today’s vulnerabilities raise the stakes for investors. Returns in the next decade could  
be lower and more volatile than in the last. Secular shifts in preferences and opportunities 
may be on the way. 

None of these challenges can be met with a one-size-fits-all response. No single ratio will 
prove a security to be reliable or well-priced. No one figure will demonstrate an investment 
strategy’s usefulness in a diversified portfolio. Amid numerous, multi-faceted, and often 
global risks, the principles of active management may need to expand. 

Just as skilled active management is required to identify dependable management teams 
and reliable cash flows, careful consideration of a broader set of risks may now be 
required. Supply chain disruption, disruptive policy shifts, and anticipatable global risks 
may increase in size and frequency. The windows for capturing opportunity may be 
narrowing, increasing the burden on investors. 

Environmental, social, and governance-focused (ESG) investing is a toolkit that investors 
can apply to achieve these goals. Not every fund manager incorporates ESG factors in  
the same manner; in fact, there are a range of qualitative and quantitative approaches  
for embedding ESG analysis across investing strategies, spanning asset classes and 
active-to-passive strategies.

Moreover, the level of inclusion of ESG in one’s investment strategy exists along a spectrum. 
An investor may simply choose to incorporate ESG matters alongside other standard 
financial factors and analysis. Much research has shown that ESG integration can improve 
risk-adjusted returns, but it admittedly may fall short of achieving sustainability. Only as  
more significant weight is applied to ESG metrics can a strategy become sustainable. 

We believe strongly that considering the principles of sustainable investing will promote a 
more holistic approach to preserving our clients’ financial futures. While this path is likely  
to evolve and expand, we encourage investors to begin the journey. 
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Finding an edge through a 
thoughtful investment philosophy
The Multi-Asset Solutions (MAS) team approaches each investment decision with deep 
expertise, skill, and quality inputs. Underpinning this process is a core philosophy of 
partnership and collaboration, predicated on integrity, consistency, and wise investing.

The team’s collective experience is enhanced with a thoughtful combination of fundamental 
and quantitative analysis. Using these inputs, the team identifies investment opportunities 
based on four core variables.

Four tried and tested inputs 
identify investment opportunities 

 

Economic cycle:  
Assessing economic  
growth and business 
conditions

Momentum:  
Following pervasive  
market trends

Value signals:  
Searching for sound 
investments at a 
discount

Investor sentiment:  
Mitigating the impact  
of and capitalizing on  
swings in investor  
sentiment

If you are interested in learning more about our methodology, or in applying these  
investible ideas to your portfolio, please contact the Multi-Asset Solutions team at:  
NYLI_MultiAssetSolutions@newyorklife.com.
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Why the Multi-Asset Solutions team?
We are New York Life Investment’s specialists in multi-asset investing, assisting our 
partners in their persistent pursuit of investment success.

Access
We leverage the depth 
and breadth of the  
New York Life Investments 
platform to support our 
clients and partners.

Skill
We identify smart 
investments while providing 
profitable and secure 
long-term outcomes.

Navigation
We guide our partners 
through the rapidly 
changing investment 
environment using research 
and innovation.

Multi-Asset Strategies
Asset allocation strategies 
designed to capitalize on  
market opportunities within  
a variety of investment 
objectives. 

n Allocation funds

n Model delivery

n Separate accounts

Market Insights
Investment services 
designed to support our 
partners and our investors.

n Thought leadership

n Risk analysis

n Investment strategy

n Financial education

n ESG analysis

Customized Solutions
Strategic partnerships  
designed to help meet 
investment objectives  
through holistic solutions.

n Global tactical allocation

n Risk modeling

n Income generation

n Inflation protection

n Insurance asset management

Partner with us
Our mission is to build, preserve, and grow financial assets alongside our partners with 
integrity and respect through quality investments, education, and innovation.
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Definitions
Active investing is an investment strategy involving ongoing 
buying and selling actions by the investor. Active investors 
purchase investments and continually monitor their activity  
to exploit profitable conditions. Active management typically 
charges higher fees. 

Capital expenditures (CAPEX) are funds used by a  
company to acquire, upgrade, and maintain physical assets 
such as property, buildings, an industrial plant, technology,  
or equipment. 

Diversification is a risk management strategy that mixes  
a wide variety of investments within a portfolio. 

Earnings per share (EPS) is calculated as a company’s  
profit divided by the outstanding shares of its  
common stock. 

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) refers  
to the three central factors in measuring the sustainability  
and societal impact of an investment in a company. 

Mega cap is a designation for the largest companies in the 
investment universe as measured by market capitalization. 
While the exact thresholds change with market conditions, 
mega cap generally refers to companies with a market 
capitalization above $200 billion.

Nominal gross domestic product (nominal GDP) is the 
market value of goods and services produced in an economy, 
unadjusted for inflation. 

Potential gross domestic product (potential GDP) is an 
estimate of the market value of goods and services produced 
 in an economy, calculated by examining long-term trends in 
economic activity and smoothing out business cycles. 

Quantitative easing (QE) is a monetary policy whereby  
a central bank buys government bonds or other financial  
assets in order to inject money into the economy to expand 
economic activity. 

Real gross domestic product (real GDP) is nominal GDP, 
adjusted for inflation to reflect changes in real output. 

The 10-year Treasury note is a debt obligation issued by  
the United States government with a maturity of 10 years 
upon initial issuance.

Index definitions
The S&P 500 Index is widely regarded as the standard for 
measuring large-cap U.S. stock market performance. 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The Multi-Assets Solutions team is a part of New York Life Investment Management LLC, an 
indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of New York Life Insurance Company.

This material represents an assessment of the market environment as at a specific date; is 
subject to change; and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future 
results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment 
advice regarding any funds or any particular issuer/security. The strategies discussed are strictly 
for illustrative and educational purposes and are not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to 
buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. There is no guarantee that any 
strategies discussed will be effective.

Any forward-looking statements are based on a number of assumptions concerning future 
events and although we believe the sources used are reliable, the information contained in  
these materials has not been independently verified and its accuracy is not guaranteed. In 
addition, there is no guarantee that market expectations will be achieved.

This material contains general information only and does not take into account an individual’s 
financial circumstances. This information should not be relied upon as a primary basis for an 
investment decision. Rather, an assessment should be made as to whether the information is 
appropriate in individual circumstances and consideration should be given to talking to a 
financial advisor before making an investment decision.

“New York Life Investments” is both a service mark, and the common trade name, of certain investment advisors affiliated with New York Life 
Insurance Company. Securities distributed by NYLIFE Distributors LLC, 30 Hudson Street, Jersey City, NJ 07302, a wholly owned subsidiary of  
New York Life Insurance Company.
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